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ABSTRACT
Major river flooding affected the United Kingdom in late September 2012 as a slow-moving extratropical cyclone brought over 150 mm of rain to parts of northern England and north Wales. The cyclone deepened over the United Kingdom on 24–26 September as a potential vorticity (PV) anomaly approached from the northwest, elongated into a PV streamer, and wrapped around the cyclone. The strength and position of the PV anomaly is modified in the initial conditions of Weather Research and Forecasting Model simulations, using PV surgery, to examine whether different upper-level forcing, or different phasing between the PV anomaly and cyclone, could have produced an even more extreme event. These simulations reveal that quasigeostrophic (QG) forcing for ascent ahead of the anomaly contributed to the persistence of the rainfall over the United Kingdom. Moreover, weakening the anomaly resulted in lower rainfall accumulations across the United Kingdom, suggesting that the impact of the event might be proportional to the strength of the upper-level QG forcing. However, when the anomaly was strengthened, it rotated cyclonically around a large-scale trough over Iceland rather than moving eastward as in the verifying analysis, with strongly reduced accumulated rainfall across the United Kingdom. A similar evolution developed when the anomaly was moved farther away from the cyclone. Conversely, moving the anomaly nearer to the cyclone produced a similar solution to the verifying analysis, with slightly increased rainfall totals. These counterintuitive results suggest that the verifying analysis represented almost the highest-impact scenario possible for this flooding event when accounting for sensitivity to the initial position and strength of the PV anomaly.

1. Introduction
Extratropical cyclones are a major contributor to high-impact weather across the United Kingdom, with about 70% of extreme precipitation events in the United Kingdom occurring in the presence of cyclones (Pfahl and Wernli 2012) and their attendant fronts (Catto and Pfahl 2013). These heavy precipitation events can cause huge socioeconomic impacts. As a recent example, the summer and autumn floods of 2012 resulted in over GBP 1.2 billion in accumulated insured losses across the United Kingdom (Mark 2013). Although most major winter floods in the United Kingdom are connected to persistent orographically enhanced precipitation caused by atmospheric rivers (e.g., Lavers et al. 2011, 2012; Champion et al. 2015), frontal systems associated with slow-moving summer and autumn cyclones also cause U.K. precipitation extremes, with heavy rainfall often caused by slow-moving frontal rainbands to the northwest of the cyclone center (Hand et al. 2004).

The importance of upper-level precursor anomalies to cyclogenesis has long been documented, with the pioneering studies of Sutcliffe (1939, 1947), Sutcliffe and Forsdyke (1950), and Petterssen (1955) suggesting that...
cyclogenesis occurred as upper-tropospheric cyclonic vorticity advection ahead of an upper-level trough moved over a surface baroclinic zone, a development pathway later classified as type-B cyclogenesis by Petterssen et al. (1962) and Petterssen and Smebye (1971). The type-B development pathway is also neatly encapsulated using the potential vorticity (PV) framework (Hoskins et al. 1985; Brennan et al. 2008), in which cyclogenesis is explained by the mutual interaction between a tropopause PV anomaly (analogous to an upper-level trough) and surface thermal anomaly (baroclinic zone). Although at first glance similar to these previous theoretical paradigms, the PV framework closes the gap between baroclinic instability (e.g., Charney 1947; Eady 1949), in which cyclogenesis results from the growth of infinitesimally small perturbations on an unstable basic state, and observations, in which a precursor upper-level anomaly is usually present prior to cyclogenesis (e.g., Uccellini 1986; Sanders 1986).

Although many cyclogenesis events involve a single upper-level precursor anomaly approaching a lower-tropospheric baroclinic zone (e.g., Uccellini et al. 1985; Reed and Albright 1986; Reed et al. 1992), some events are characterized by multiple anomalies being brought together in confluent flow and interacting prior to cyclogenesis, with lateral as well as vertical interactions between anomalies. The interaction of two upper-level anomalies may enhance baroclinicity and reduce static stability, thus preconditioning the environment for explosive cyclogenesis (Gaza and Bosart 1990). However, detailed quantitative case studies of high-impact merger events such as the March 1993 Superstorm (e.g., Huo et al. 1999a,b) and the 3 May 1999 tornado outbreak (Roebber et al. 2002) have produced counterintuitive results.

In both cases, the interaction of a northern and a southern PV anomaly was hypothesized to have caused a more extreme event. In the case of the March 1993 Superstorm, the interaction of the two PV anomalies was hypothesized to reduce static stability and enhance baroclinicity. However, when the southern anomaly was removed using PV inversion, a stronger cyclone developed because the stronger northern anomaly was able to move eastward more quickly toward the cyclone in the absence of the southern anomaly. In the 3 May 1999 tornado outbreak, the approaching southern anomaly was hypothesized to increase deep-layer shear and enhance the risk of a strong tornado outbreak, yet strengthening this anomaly using PV inversion reduced the deep-layer shear across the region, with values only marginally supportive of supercells. The strengthened southern anomaly prevented the stronger northern anomaly, with associated stronger deep-layer shear, from moving into the region, thus keeping shear lower. These studies highlight the potential for lateral interactions between PV anomalies to cause seemingly counterintuitive results. Idealized modeling studies (Hakim et al. 1996; Liu and Roebber 2008) of interacting anomalies (or vortices) corroborate the low predictability of anomaly interaction by demonstrating the strong sensitivity of vortex–vortex interaction to small changes in the initial state. In such studies, latent heat release and associated PV modification (e.g., Davis et al. 1993; Stoelinga 1996) can amplify any initial perturbations applied using PV surgery, further complicating the interactions between vortices and the background flow.

A case study of a slow-moving autumn cyclone, involving interacting upper-level PV anomalies and strong latent heat release, is investigated in this paper. This storm caused major river flooding and resulted in widespread damage to homes and businesses across the United Kingdom on 23–26 September 2012, bringing over 100 mm of rain to a large swath of northern England and north Wales, with accumulations locally
exceeding 150 mm (Fig. 1). The impact of the flood was enhanced by the saturated soil conditions in northern England, resulting from the wettest summer in 100 years across England and Wales as a succession of North Atlantic depressions took a more southerly track than normal (Parry et al. 2013). The cyclone developed poleward of Tropical Cyclone Nadine in the eastern North Atlantic on 21 September 2012, as an equatorward-moving PV streamer approached Nadine from the northwest and tropical moisture was drawn poleward over a lower-tropospheric baroclinic zone (Hardy et al. 2017). The cyclone deepened further (20 hPa in 36 h) over the United Kingdom on 24–25 September as an upper-level PV anomaly approached from the west, elongating into a PV streamer and wrapping around the cyclone. A band of moderate rain (5 mm h⁻¹) developed ahead of this PV streamer to the northwest of the low center and persisted through northern England on 24–25 September as the cyclone moved through the English Channel into the North Sea. The cyclone reached its maximum intensity of 973 hPa at 0600 UTC 25 September, just off the northeast coast of England, becoming the deepest September cyclone to cross the United Kingdom in over 30 years (Met Office Press Office 2012). The intensification of the cyclone over the United Kingdom as the approaching upper-level PV anomaly elongated and wrapped around it suggests that the PV anomaly contributed to cyclogenesis.

Given the strong sensitivity of interacting anomalies in confluent flow to small perturbations (Hakim et al. 1996; Liu and Roebber 2008), this paper will examine the effect of the upper-level PV anomaly (hereafter referred to simply as the PV anomaly) approaching from the west on the development of the cyclone and resultant rainfall across the United Kingdom. Motivated by the strong impact of the flooding event, the purpose of this paper is to determine whether stronger upper-level forcing, or different phasing between the PV anomaly and cyclone, would have produced a higher-impact flooding event across the United Kingdom or whether the verifying solution represented the highest-impact event possible for this synoptic setup. The question is answered by using piecewise PV inversion to design a suite of model simulations with the strength and position of the PV anomaly modified in the initial conditions for the model sensitivity simulations and introduces the QG omega equation diagnostics. In section 3, a synoptic overview of the cyclone is presented, including analyses of the cyclone’s intensification ahead of the approaching PV anomaly and the development of the slow-moving frontal rainband over the United Kingdom on 24–25 September. Section 4 then introduces the results from a control simulation of the event using the Advanced Research version of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model, which accurately captures both the cyclone’s life cycle and the distribution of the heaviest rainfall across the United Kingdom. Results from the sensitivity simulations are compared with those from the control simulation in section 5 before the relationship between upper-level forcing and the impact of the flooding event is discussed in more detail in section 6. Section 7 concludes this article.

2. Method

a. Numerical model

Version 3.5.1 of the WRF Model (Skamarock et al. 2008) was used for all simulations in this study, employing a single domain (Fig. 2) with 60 vertical levels (extending to 50 hPa), horizontal grid spacing of 15 km, and a time step of 75 s. Global Forecast System (GFS) analyses from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) at 0.5° × 0.5° horizontal and 50-hPa vertical grid spacing (25 hPa below 750 hPa) were used as initial and lateral boundary conditions, input every 6 h. The Thompson
Potential vorticity inversion is a widely used diagnostic in synoptic meteorology because it encapsulates the information essential to extratropical cyclogenesis in a single variable, which is conserved for adiabatic, frictionless flow (Rossby 1940; Ertel 1942):

\[ q = \frac{1}{\rho} \nabla \cdot \nabla \theta, \]

where \( q \) is the PV, \( \rho \) is the density, \( \nabla \theta \) is the absolute vorticity vector, and \( \nabla \) is the three-dimensional gradient of the potential temperature \( \theta \). Moreover, its invertibility principle (e.g., Hoskins et al. 1985) allows one to deduce dynamically relevant meteorological fields (wind, height, temperature, and stability) associated with individual PV anomalies, given the boundary distribution of \( \theta \) and a suitable balance condition relating the wind and geopotential height fields, as demonstrated by Davis and Emanuel (1991). This method of piecewise PV inversion provides a powerful and dynamically consistent way of quantifying the influence of individual PV anomalies on extratropical cyclogenesis, such as the vertical interactions between diabatically generated lower-tropospheric PV anomalies and tropopause PV anomalies (e.g., Stoebling 1996; Ahmadi-Givi et al. 2004) or the lateral interactions between upper-tropospheric PV anomalies (e.g., Hakim et al. 1996; Huo et al. 1999a).

Furthermore, PV inversion has been used to design experiments in which individual PV anomalies are removed from, or added to, the model initial state and the model rerun to quantify the importance of the anomaly to the evolution of the downstream flow. This technique has been applied extensively in studies of extratropical cyclones (e.g., Huo et al. 1999b; Romero 2001; Roebber et al. 2002) and of tropical cyclones undergoing extratropical transition (e.g., McTaggart-Cowan et al. 2001, 2004; Agustí-Panareda et al. 2004; Riemer et al. 2008; Grams et al. 2011). In this study, the PV anomaly responsible for the deepening of the cyclone over the United Kingdom and the associated rainfall is isolated using this technique, known as PV “surgery.” The PV surgery method applies the piecewise PV inversion technique of Davis and Emanuel (1991) to isolate the selected anomaly and to calculate its balanced wind, height, and temperature fields. The balanced flow associated with the anomaly is then added to or subtracted from the initial conditions to obtain a modified initial state before the model is rerun.

In this study, PV surgery is performed on the GFS 0.5° analyses before they are input into WRF. To isolate the PV anomaly, the mean state is subtracted from the instantaneous field (Fig. 3a) to give the anomalous PV (Fig. 3b) at 0600 UTC 23 September. The mean state is calculated by temporally averaging the GFS 0.5° analyses at 6-h intervals between 0600 UTC 20 September and 0600 UTC 26 September, creating a 6-day mean centered about 0600 UTC 23 September, following a similar method to previous studies isolating upper-tropospheric PV anomalies (e.g., Davis 1992; Stoebling 1996; McTaggart-Cowan et al. 2001). The wind, height, and temperature perturbations associated with the isolated anomaly (Fig. 4) are calculated using the piecewise PV inversion technique of Davis and Emanuel (1991) under the assumption of Charney’s (1955) nonlinear balance. The anomaly is defined as the region of perturbation PV ≥ 0.4 potential vorticity units (PVU; 1 PVU = 10^{-6} K kg^{-1} m^2 s^{-1}) bounded by the grid box shown (Figs. 3 and 5a), between 50 and 600 hPa. Any regions of negative perturbation PV were set to a small, positive value to avoid numerical problems with the inversion scheme. The inversion was performed on a 361 × 131 grid with 0.5° (about 55 km) horizontal grid spacing (approximately 19855 km × 7205 km) centered over the eastern North Atlantic. Homogeneous Dirichlet conditions were applied on the lateral boundaries, with Neumann conditions applied on the top and bottom boundaries. The lower boundary of the inversion domain was restricted to 850 hPa to avoid numerical errors in the boundary layer associated with unstable lapse rates (e.g., Ahmadi-Givi et al. 2004; Bracegirdle and Gray 2009), with the upper boundary at 20 hPa. This method was used to design a suite of simulations in which the strength of the PV anomaly and its position relative to the cyclone were modified in the initial conditions, before the model was rerun (summarized in Table 1). The results of these simulations will be discussed further in sections 5 and 6.

c. Quasigeostrophic omega equation diagnostics

To quantify the large-scale vertical motion associated with the PV streamer and its contribution to the maintenance of the rainfall band responsible for the flooding, the right-hand side of the Q-vector form of the QG omega equation (Hoskins et al. 1978; Hoskins and
Pedder 1980) is evaluated at 700 hPa, minus the beta term, following Bluestein (1992, p. 353):

$$\left( \nabla^2 + \frac{f_0^2}{\sigma} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial p^2} \right) \omega = -2 \nabla_{\rho} \cdot \mathbf{Q},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \( \mathbf{Q} \) is defined following Bluestein (1992, p. 352) as

$$\mathbf{Q} = -R \left( \frac{\partial \mathbf{V}}{\partial x} \cdot \nabla_{\rho} \mathbf{T} \right) = \left( \frac{Q_1}{Q_2} \right).$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Regions of \( \mathbf{Q} \)-vector convergence \((-2 \nabla_{\rho} \cdot \mathbf{Q} > 0)\) are associated with QG forcing for ascent, with regions of

---

**FIG. 3.** (a) Full 250-hPa PV (shaded, PVU) at 0600 UTC 23 Sep. (b) 250-hPa perturbation PV (shaded, PVU) at 0600 UTC 23 Sep, calculated by subtracting the 6-day mean from the instantaneous PV field (a) using the PV inversion method described in section 2. Overlaid is 250-hPa geopotential height (black contours, dam). The box in (b) (black dashed lines) bounds the region enclosing the anomaly, and the transect A–B corresponds to the vertical cross-sectional location in Fig. 4. In (b), the perturbation field was smoothed using three passes from a 25-point smoother applied over the entirety of the domain.
Q-vector divergence ($-2\nabla \cdot \mathbf{Q} < 0$) likewise associated with forcing for descent, from Eq. (2). Although Eq. (2) is likely to underestimate the magnitude of vertical motion in regions of strong latent heat release, the equation accurately captures the spatial variability of the vertical motion field on the synoptic scale (e.g., Quinting and Jones 2016), making it suitable for use in this study. The General Meteorology Package (GEMPAK), version 7.2, was used to compute the right-hand side of Eq. (2) from the 15-km simulation output data; smoothing was applied to the 15-km data to filter out features with a grid spacing of 200 km or less [Battalio and Dyer (2017) and references therein]. The results from these calculations are discussed in more detail in sections 4–6.

### 3. Synoptic overview

The synoptic evolution of this event is documented using the GFS 0.5° analyses previously described in section 2, complemented with the Met Office radar product (Met Office 2009), a 1-km horizontal grid-spacing composite constant-altitude plan position indicator (CAPPI) at 1-km elevation.

#### a. Cyclone interaction with upper-level PV anomaly

At 0600 UTC 23 September, the cyclone was situated to the northwest of Spain with a central pressure of 992 hPa (Fig. 5a), having earlier developed on 21 September within a plume of tropical moisture along a lower-tropospheric baroclinic zone poleward of Tropical Cyclone Nadine1 (Hardy et al. 2017). Poleward and upstream of the cyclone, a region of high-PV air (>8 PVU) on the 325-K isentropic surface was situated over Iceland and Greenland, associated with a slow-moving trough (Fig. 5a). The cyclone maintained its central pressure as it moved slowly northeast between 0600 and 1800 UTC 23 September before starting to deepen from 1800 UTC 23 September as a PV anomaly on the leading edge of an elongated band of high-PV air (>8 PVU on 325 K) moved southeastward around the southern flank of the high-PV reservoir over Iceland and Greenland (Figs. 5b,c). The approaching PV anomaly elongated as it approached the cyclone between 1800 UTC 23 September and 0600 UTC 24 September, wrapping around the

---

1 Nadine is located farther south at around 30°N and out of the domain shown.
cyclone as the cyclone moved over the United Kingdom and continued to deepen on 24 September (Figs. 5c,d). Observations suggested that the deepening cyclone reached its maximum intensity of 973 hPa at 0600 UTC 25 September (Met Office Press Office 2012), with GFS 0.5° analysis capturing a slightly shallower cyclone (976 hPa) just off the northeast coast of England (Fig. 5e), before moving back westward and slowly weakening as the stratospheric air ($\nabla^2 \eta$) moved directly over the cyclone center (Fig. 5f).

**b. Rainfall over the United Kingdom**

As the cyclone approached the United Kingdom from the southwest between 1800 UTC 23 September and 0600 UTC 24 September, warm sector air with total precipitable water $>25$ mm moved north across much of central and southern England behind the warm front, the latter identifiable as the zonally oriented band of 800–925-hPa PV $> 1.5$ PVU stretching across north Wales and central England at 1800 UTC 23 September (Fig. 6a). As the upper-level PV anomaly approached from the west and the cyclone deepened, a second region of diabatically generated PV $> 1.5$ PVU developed northwest of the low center in conjunction with a maximum in lower-tropospheric Petterssen (1936) frontogenesis (Fig. 6b). Rain turned heavy and persistent in this region of enhanced frontogenesis and cyclonic PV northwest of the low center, with rainfall rates locally peaking above $15$ mm h$^{-1}$ across Wales and southern England (Fig. 7a).

As the cyclone center moved northeastward and the tongue of total precipitable water $>25$ mm associated with the warm sector narrowed (Fig. 6c), the frontal band pivoted around the low center to become more zonally oriented (Figs. 7b,c), with rainfall continuing through much of northern England as a result. The pivoting motion of the frontal band (oriented northwest–southeast at 0600 UTC 24 September (Fig. 6b), west-northwest–east-southeast at 1800 UTC 24 September (Fig. 6c), and southwest–northeast by 0600 UTC 25 September...
(Fig. 6d)] resulted in several locations in northern England recording over 40 h of continuous precipitation between 24 and 26 September (not shown). Particularly high precipitation totals were recorded along windward eastern slopes of the Pennines in North Yorkshire with over 150 mm falling onto sloping terrain (Fig. 1), resulting in widespread flooding in the flood-prone city of York. The control simulation, discussed further in section 4, accurately captured this maximum in rainfall duration over the eastern slopes of the Pennines (Fig. 7d).

4. Control simulation

The control simulation (CNTRL), initialized at 0600 UTC 23 September, accurately resolved the synoptic-scale evolution of the cyclone, capturing its moderate deepening between 1800 UTC 23 September and 0600 UTC 25 September (Fig. 8) as the approaching PV anomaly elongated into a PV streamer and wrapped around the cyclone. The path of the simulated cyclone through the English Channel and into the North Sea on 24–25 September compares favorably with the analyzed path based on Met Office surface charts (Fig. 9), and the simulation also accurately captured the timing of maximum cyclone intensity (972 hPa vs the observed value of 973 hPa) at 0600 UTC 25 September just off the northeast coast of England.

As the cyclone approached the United Kingdom from the southwest on 24 September, an initially broad, zonally oriented region of light precipitation (rainfall rates generally between 1 and 2 mm h⁻¹) associated with the warm front (Fig. 10a) thinned and fragmented (Figs. 10c, e) as the cyclone moved northeastward. All the while, another band of fragmented rainfall to the immediate west of the low center (Fig. 10a) organized into a more persistent band stretching northwest to southeast across south Wales and southwest England at 0600 UTC 24 September (Fig. 10c), slowly pivoting cyclonically (Fig. 10c). The orientation of the simulated band at 0600 UTC 24 September compares favorably with observations from the Met Office CAPPI at 1-km elevation (cf. Fig. 7a and Fig. 10c), although the 15-km simulation with parameterized convective precipitation underestimated the observed peaks in the rainfall rates (simulated maxima close to 8 mm h⁻¹ compared to observed values closer to 15 mm h⁻¹). The frontal band developed in a region of persistent QG forcing for ascent ahead of the elongating upper-tropospheric PV streamer, with \( \mathbf{Q} \)-vector convergence on the warm side of the front suggestive of a weakly frontogenetic environment between 0000 and 1200 UTC 24 September (Figs. 10b, d, f).

As the cyclone deepened between 1800 UTC 24 September and 0600 UTC 25 September and the frontal band pivoted cyclonically with the low center, moderate rainfall continued over northern England (Figs. 11a, c, e). The pivoting rainfall band was consistent with a narrowing of the warm sector and a consequent thinning of the thermal ridge at 700 hPa, characterized by the region of \( \theta > 302 \text{ K} \) over eastern England and the North Sea (Figs. 11b, d, f). The rainfall band was maintained in a region of 700-hPa \( \mathbf{Q} \)-vector convergence and associated QG forcing for ascent (1–2 × 10⁻¹⁷ m kg⁻¹ s⁻¹) ahead of the PV streamer (Figs. 11b, d, f) throughout the band’s evolution on 24–25 September. Furthermore, the back edge of the rainfall band was collocated with the region of 700-hPa QG forcing for descent behind the PV streamer throughout the band’s evolution (Figs. 10 and 11), consistent with the hypothesis that large-scale vertical motion patterns associated with the PV streamer contributed to the maintenance of the band.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Central pressure at 0600 UTC 25 Sep (hPa)</th>
<th>Area-averaged total precipitation (mm) between 1200 UTC 23 Sep and 1200 UTC 26 Sep and percentage difference with CNTRL (percent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOPV</td>
<td>PV anomaly removed</td>
<td>982</td>
<td>32.39 (−11.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5*PV</td>
<td>PV anomaly weakened by 50%</td>
<td>982</td>
<td>33.51 (−8.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75*PV</td>
<td>PV anomaly weakened by 25%</td>
<td>974</td>
<td>36.50 (−0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNTRL</td>
<td>Control simulation</td>
<td>972</td>
<td>36.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25*PV</td>
<td>PV anomaly strengthened by 25%</td>
<td>977</td>
<td>33.41 (−8.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5*PV</td>
<td>PV anomaly strengthened by 50%</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>31.61 (−13.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2*PV</td>
<td>PV anomaly doubled in strength</td>
<td>983</td>
<td>29.14 (−20.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVF_500</td>
<td>PV anomaly moved 500 km farther from the cyclone</td>
<td>979</td>
<td>31.53 (−14.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVF_250</td>
<td>PV anomaly moved 250 km farther from the cyclone</td>
<td>981</td>
<td>29.96 (−18.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVN_250</td>
<td>PV anomaly moved 250 km closer to the cyclone</td>
<td>968</td>
<td>38.80 (5.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVN_500</td>
<td>PV anomaly moved 500 km closer to the cyclone</td>
<td>969</td>
<td>36.19 (−1.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The control simulation (CNTRL) accurately simulated the track of the low center (Fig. 9), its moderate deepening between 1800 UTC 23 September and 0600 UTC 25 September (20 hPa in 36 h) and the pivoting of the main rainfall band (Figs. 10 and 11) and the maximum in accumulated precipitation in northeast England (Fig. 9). However, rainfall accumulations were smaller than observations because of the failure of the model to simulate the enhancement of the rainfall rates over the highest topography in northern England (cf. Fig. 7 and Fig. 9) and the heaviest rain within the band (cf. Fig. 7a and Fig. 10c). Additionally, although the swath of the largest rainfall accumulations in northern England and Wales was adequately simulated in CNTRL, accumulations in southwest England were much lower than suggested by observations. Despite these differences, for the purposes of this study, CNTRL is accurate enough, allowing us to confidently proceed with sensitivity simulations.

5. Sensitivity simulations

The importance of upper-level forcing associated with the approaching PV anomaly to the intensification of the cyclone and the persistence of the frontal band responsible for the flooding is investigated in a series of WRF simulations with modified initial conditions,
Fig. 7. Precipitation rate (shaded, mm h$^{-1}$) from the Met Office 1-km grid-spacing composite CAPPI at 1-km elevation (Met Office 2009) showing the location of the main frontal band associated with the cyclone: (a) 0600 UTC 24 Sep, (b) 1200 UTC 24 Sep, and (c) 1800 UTC 24 Sep. (d) Rainfall duration (≥1 mm h$^{-1}$) from the WRF control simulation, calculated between 1200 UTC 23 Sep and 1200 UTC 26 Sep.
summarized in Table 1. In these simulations, the strength of the PV anomaly and its position relative to the cyclone are altered using PV surgery (see section 2). Given the inherent uncertainty associated with interacting PV anomalies (e.g., Hakim et al. 1996; Liu and Roebber 2008), our method applies a range of perturbations to the initial state rather than simply removing the anomaly or doubling its strength as was done in previous sensitivity studies (e.g., Huo et al. 1999b; Romero 2001).

a. PV anomaly strength

Six simulations were run in which the strength of the PV anomaly was altered, with three simulations strengthening the anomaly by 25% (1.25*PV), 50% (1.5*PV), and 100% (2*PV) and three corresponding simulations weakening the anomaly by the same amounts (0.75*PV, 0.5*PV, and NOPV). The results from all simulations are summarized in Fig. 12, which documents the relationship between cyclone intensity and accumulated rainfall as the strength of the upper-level anomaly is modified. Weakening the PV anomaly (0.75*PV, 0.5*PV, and NOPV) resulted in a shallower cyclone with lower accumulated rainfall totals across the United Kingdom (Fig. 12). Indeed, the strongest anomaly (2*PV) produced the lowest accumulated rainfall total (reduced by 20.6% relative to CNTRL), and the shallowest cyclone (minimum central pressure 11 hPa higher than in CNTRL). Strengthening the PV anomaly also brought about a poleward shift in the region of largest accumulations (discussed further in section 6). This poleward shift would have further reduced the impact of the rainfall event over the United Kingdom, given that the event’s impact was enhanced by the antecedent conditions across England and Wales (leading to saturated soil conditions across northern England) and that rainfall totals between April and July 2012 were lower over Scotland than across much of England and Wales, which had experienced its wettest summer in 100 years (Parry et al. 2013).

b. PV anomaly positioning

The positioning of a PV anomaly relative to a downstream cyclonic disturbance (such as an extratropical cyclone, tropical cyclone, or diabatic Rossby wave) can modify the subsequent behavior of the disturbance

Somewhat counterintuitively, however, increasing the strength of the PV anomaly by 25% (1.25*PV), 50% (1.5*PV), and 100% (2*PV) also resulted in progressively weaker cyclones (5, 8, and 11 hPa shallower than CNTRL, respectively) with lower accumulated rainfall totals (8.9%, 13.8%, and 20.6% reductions relative to CNTRL, respectively) across the United Kingdom (Fig. 12). Indeed, the strongest anomaly (2*PV) produced the lowest accumulated rainfall total (reduced by 20.6% relative to CNTRL), and the shallowest cyclone (minimum central pressure 11 hPa higher than in CNTRL). Strengthening the PV anomaly also brought about a poleward shift in the region of largest accumulations (discussed further in section 6). This poleward shift would have further reduced the impact of the rainfall event over the United Kingdom, given that the event’s impact was enhanced by the antecedent conditions across England and Wales (leading to saturated soil conditions across northern England) and that rainfall totals between April and July 2012 were lower over Scotland than across much of England and Wales, which had experienced its wettest summer in 100 years (Parry et al. 2013).
when the PV anomaly approaches, as shown in previous studies on tropical cyclones undergoing extratropical transition (e.g., Klein et al. 2002; Ritchie and Elsberry 2007; Riemer and Jones 2010; Grams et al. 2013), on diabatic Rossby waves (e.g., Boettcher and Wernli 2011), and on the interaction between Nadine and the PV streamer (Pantillon et al. 2016). As such, four further simulations were run (Table 1) in which the spatial location of the PV anomaly was modified in the initial conditions, with the anomaly moved 250 and 500 km nearer to the cyclone (southeast) in two simulations (PVN_250 and PVN_500, respectively) and likewise moved 250 and 500 km farther from the cyclone (northwest) in two additional simulations (PVF_250 and PVF_500, respectively).

Whereas the results in the previous subsection indicate that the observed rainfall accumulations and cyclone intensity represent an upper limit on the impact of this flooding event, moving the anomaly closer to the cyclone (PVN_250 and PVN_500) at model initialization produced a deeper cyclone, though not necessarily more rainfall. However, the 5.8% increase in accumulated precipitation in PVN_250 relative to CNTRL (Fig. 13) is much smaller than the biggest decreases in precipitation from the other sensitivity simulations (18.3% in PVF_250 and 20.6% in 2*PV). The implication is that although deeper cyclones developed in PVN_250 and in PVN_500 than in CNTRL, by 4 and 3 hPa, respectively, the verifying solution and that in CNTRL represent almost the highest-impact scenario possible (as measured by the accumulated rainfall and cyclone intensity) after accounting for sensitivity to the initial position and strength of the PV anomaly.

6. Discussion

The control and sensitivity simulations can be subjectively grouped into two main scenarios based on the intensity and persistence of the rainfall. In the first and verifying scenario, the elongating PV streamer wrapped around the deepening cyclone, and QG forcing for ascent ahead of the slow-moving PV streamer helped maintain an environment favorable for precipitation along the pivoting frontal band across northern England (representative simulations were CNTRL, 0.75*PV, PVN_250, and PVN_500). These high-impact solutions are characterized by the largest accumulated rainfall totals (Figs. 12 and 13). In the second scenario (1.25*PV, 1.5*PV, 2*PV, PVF_250, and PVF_500), the PV anomaly remained compact instead of elongating into a streamer and moved quickly poleward over Ireland instead of eastward over the United Kingdom, resulting in smaller rainfall accumulations (Figs. 12 and 13), and the rainfall maximum shifted about 350 km north into Scotland. In the two remaining simulations, 0.5*PV and NOPV, the upper-level PV evolved similarly as in the high-impact solutions, but rainfall rates were much lower than in the other simulations.

a. Differences in upper-level PV

The differences in the evolution of 325-K PV between the high-impact (CNTRL), compact-anomaly (1.5*PV), and weak (0.5*PV) solutions are illustrated in more detail in Figs. 14 and 15. The evolution in 1.5*PV contrasts strongly with that in CNTRL, with the more compact trough moving poleward over Ireland (Figs. 14a,b) and rotating cyclonically westward (Figs. 15a,b) rather than elongating and wrapping around the cyclone as in CNTRL (Figs. 14c,d and 15c,d). In 0.5*PV, the PV anomaly elongated as in CNTRL (Figs. 14e,f) but did not then wrap around the surface cyclone to the same extent, remaining oblate (Figs. 15c–f). The surface cyclone took a similar track to that in CNTRL (Figs. 15c–f) but deepened more slowly ahead of the weaker anomaly (Fig. 8). The slower deepening of the cyclone ahead of the weaker PV anomaly in 0.5*PV is consistent with type-B cyclogenesis (e.g., Petterssen...
FIG. 10. (a),(c),(e) Hourly accumulated precipitation (shaded, mm), 10-m winds (half-barb represents 2.5 m s\(^{-1}\); full barb represents 5 m s\(^{-1}\); pennant represents 25 m s\(^{-1}\)), and mean sea level pressure (black contours, hPa). (b),(d),(f) Right-hand side of the \(Q\)-vector form of the QG omega equation (shaded, \(10^{-17}\) m kg\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-2}\)), with warm colors denoting forcing for ascent and cold colors denoting forcing for descent, \(Q\) vectors (arrows in \(10^{-9}\) K m\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\)), geopotential height (black contours, dam), and potential temperature (red contours, K) at 700 hPa. Results shown are from CNTRL and are valid at (a),(b) 0000 UTC 24 Sep; (c),(d) 0600 UTC 24 Sep; and (e),(f) 1200 UTC 24 Sep.
et al. 1962; Petterssen and Smebye 1971; Hoskins et al. 1985). In addition, the more amplified pattern in CNTRL, characterized by cyclonic wrap up of the elongated streamer and more prominent ridge building to the west of the streamer over northern England (cf. Figs. 15c,e and Figs. 15d,f), was likely related to differences in latent heat release between simulations (discussed further in section 6c).

Fig. 11. As in Fig. 10, but for (a),(b) 1800 UTC 24 Sep; (c),(d) 0000 UTC 25 Sep; and (e),(f) 0600 UTC 25 Sep.
Perturbing the initial position of the PV anomaly also resulted in a bifurcation in the upper-level PV evolution, with a compact trough and weaker surface cyclone developing when the anomaly was moved 250 km farther from the cyclone (Figs. 16a,b) and an elongating streamer wrapping around the deeper cyclone and producing higher rainfall totals when the anomaly was moved 250 km nearer (Figs. 16c,d). Moving the anomaly farther from the cyclone increased the separation distance between the two. This separation was particularly noticeable relative to that in PVN_250 (cf. Figs. 16a and 16c) and meant that at 1200 UTC 24 September, the induced ascent ahead of the PV anomaly was too far from the cyclone to enhance precipitation along the frontal band (not shown). The response of the cyclone to moving the anomaly closer to it at initialization was much smaller than that which occurred when the anomaly was moved farther away (Fig. 13). This differing response, and the differences in upper-level PV between PVN_250 and PVF_250 (cf. Figs. 16a and 16c), suggest that there existed a critical distance beyond which the induced fields of the approaching PV anomaly did not impact the cyclone and its associated rainfall patterns.

b. Differences in QG forcing and precipitation

In 1.5*PV, the strengthened anomaly and associated dipole of 700-hPa QG forcing for vertical motion moved quickly northward between 1200 UTC 24 September and 0000 UTC 25 September, with the frontal rainband fragmenting over northern England in a region of QG forcing for descent ($\pm 3 \times 10^{-17}$ m kg$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$) behind the anomaly (Figs. 17a,b and 18a,b). In contrast, a band of moderate rain (5 mm h$^{-1}$) moved slowly through central and northern England in CNTRL ahead of the elongating PV streamer and associated 700-hPa QG forcing for ascent (Figs. 17c,d and 18c,d). Differences between 0.5*PV and CNTRL became apparent as the rainband strengthened in CNTRL between 1200 UTC 24 September and 0000 UTC 25 September. The cyclone took a similar track in 0.5*PV (cf. Figs. 17c and 17e), but consistent with the weaker upper-level anomaly, QG forcing for vertical motion was smaller (cf. Figs. 17d,f and Figs. 18c,d), the 700-hPa trough was shallower (cf. Figs. 17d,f and Figs. 18d,f), the 700-hPa trough was shallower (cf. Figs. 18d and 18f), and rainfall rates were much lower (generally $<2$ mm h$^{-1}$ in 0.5*PV compared with 5 mm h$^{-1}$ in CNTRL; cf. Figs. 18c and 18e). Stronger lower-tropospheric moisture flux, mainly associated with stronger easterly flow poleward of the lower-tropospheric geopotential height trough, likely also contributed somewhat to the higher rainfall rates in CNTRL relative to 0.5*PV (not shown). However, because the heaviest rain along the frontal band mostly fell to the south of the low center, in westerly rather than easterly flow, we hypothesize that the impact of moist, onshore easterly flow on the rainfall rates within the band was secondary to that of the stronger upper-level QG forcing associated with the PV anomaly.
FIG. 14. PV (shaded, PVU) and winds (half-barb represents 2.5 m s$^{-1}$; full barb represents 5 m s$^{-1}$; pennant represents 25 m s$^{-1}$) on the 325-K isentropic surface and 300-hPa geopotential height (black contours, dam). Overlaid is the position of the surface cyclone (L). Results are for (a),(b) 1.5*PV; (c),(d) CNTRL; and (e),(f) 0.5*PV, valid at (left) 0600 UTC 24 Sep and (right) 1200 UTC 24 Sep.
c. Behavior of PV anomalies and PV thinking

The relationship between the strength and position of the PV anomaly, and rainfall duration and intensity, in all simulations is illustrated in Fig. 19. The high-impact rainfall events (CNTRL, 0.75*PV, PVN_250, and PVN_500) are by some distance the longest lasting (Fig. 19), suggesting that the duration rather than the intensity of the rainfall was key to producing a strong flooding event. Our results demonstrate that changes in

![Diagram showing potential vorticity (PVU) for different PV anomaly strengths and positions.](image)

**Fig. 15.** As in Fig. 14, but for (a),(c),(e) 1800 UTC 24 Sep and (b),(d),(f) 0000 UTC 25 Sep.
upper-level forcing that increased the speed of the frontal band had a counterintuitive effect on both the total accumulated rainfall (Figs. 12 and 13) and the intensity of the cyclone (Fig. 19). Moreover, the sharp transition between the verifying scenario that produced flooding and the compact-trough scenario characterized by a poleward-shifted and strongly reduced precipitation maximum suggests that the anomaly in the verifying analysis was close to a critical strength. Below this critical strength, the anomaly elongated into a streamer and wrapped around the deepening cyclone (Figs. 14c,d and 15c,d), whereas above this strength, the anomaly remained compact and rotated cyclonically around the large-scale trough over Iceland (Figs. 14a,b and 15a,b). These results corroborate previous idealized studies, which discovered that interacting anomalies are highly sensitive to small changes in the background flow (e.g., Hakim et al. 1996; Liu and Roebber 2008).

The bifurcation in the evolution of upper-level PV into two solutions, characterized by an eastward-elongating PV streamer and a compact PV anomaly moving poleward, respectively, can be understood in terms of the behavior of vorticity filaments in the presence of background deformation. Idealized studies by Juckes and McIntyre (1987), Dritschel et al. (1991), and Dritschel and Polvani (1992) showed that increasing the strength of a vorticity filament, for a given value of background deformation, encouraged the filament to roll up into a coherent vortex, whereas decreasing the filament’s vorticity instead encouraged elongation. Appenzeller et al. (1996) subsequently demonstrated
1200 UTC 24 September
(30 h after initialization)

Fig. 17. (a),(c),(e) Hourly accumulated precipitation (shaded, mm), 10-m winds (half-barb represents 2.5 m s\(^{-1}\), full barb represents 5 m s\(^{-1}\), pennant represents 25 m s\(^{-1}\)), and mean sea level pressure (black contours, hPa). (b),(d),(f) Right-hand side of the \(\mathbf{Q}\)-vector form of the QG omega equation (shaded, 10\(^{-17}\) m kg\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\)), with warm colors denoting forcing for ascent and cold colors denoting forcing for descent, \(\mathbf{Q}\) vectors (arrows in 10\(^{-19}\) K m\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\)), geopotential height (black contours, dam), and potential temperature (red contours, K) at 700 hPa. Results are for (a),(b) 1.5*PV; (c),(d) CNTRL; and (e),(f) 0.5*PV, valid at 1200 UTC 24 Sep.
the applicability of these theoretical ideas to the observed structural variability of stratospheric PV streamers, presenting observational evidence to suggest that as the vorticity of the streamer increases relative to the background deformation, the streamer is increasingly likely to compact and roll up. The tendency of the strengthened anomaly to remain compact rather than elongating to form a PV streamer, as in the verifying FIG. 18. As in Fig. 17, but at 0000 UTC 25 Sep.
analysis, suggests that the mechanism discussed by Dritschel et al. (1991) could be driving the evolution of the PV anomaly in these simulations and subsequently determining the impact of the flooding event across the United Kingdom.

There may be cases where simple, linear thinking holds, but in this and previous studies of extratropical cyclogenesis that used PV surgery to modify initial conditions (e.g., Huo et al. 1999b; Roebber et al. 2002), unexpected results have occurred. This behavior may be a function of several processes. On the synoptic scale, interacting anomalies exhibit strong sensitivity to small changes in the background flow (e.g., Hakim et al. 1996; Liu and Roebber 2008), and furthermore, anomaly evolution is sensitively dependent on the balance between anomaly strength and the large-scale background flow (e.g., Juckes and McIntyre 1987; Dritschel et al. 1991; Dritschel and Polvani 1992; Browning 1993; Appenzeller et al. 1996). In addition, continual diabatic PV modification by latent heat release associated with clouds and precipitation within the cyclone likely amplifies any small initial perturbations applied using PV surgery. The reduction in upper-level PV by latent heat release is a common feature of mature extratropical cyclones (e.g., Davis et al. 1993; Bosart and Lackmann 1995; Dickinson et al. 1997; Grams et al. 2011) and contribute to the amplification and cyclonic wrap up of upper-level PV anomalies (e.g., Posselt and Martin 2004; Grams et al. 2014; Hardy et al. 2017).

In this case study, persistent latent heat release along the slow-moving rainband in CNTRL contributed to ridge building to the west of the deepening trough and the associated cyclonic wrap up of the trough between 1800 UTC 23 September and 0000 UTC 25 September (see expanding region of $1.5 \text{ PVU}$ air on 325 K in Figs. 15c,d). Conversely, the rainfall in 0.5*PV was much lighter and patchier (cf. Figs. 17c,e and Figs. 18c,e), with a more zonally oriented PV evolution and less pronounced ridge building over northern England during the same period, with 325-K PV values mostly $>2 \text{ PVU}$ (cf. Figs. 15c,e and Figs. 15d,f). The combination of the above factors suggests that PV surgery studies investigating extratropical cyclogenesis, particularly those cases that involve multiple interacting anomalies and strong latent heat release, are likely to often produce surprising results.

7. Conclusions

This study used WRF simulations, with initial conditions modified using PV surgery, and QG omega equation diagnostics to demonstrate the relationship

![Diagram showing relationship between event duration and rainfall intensity](image-url)
between the accumulated rainfall in the 23–26 September 2012 U.K. floods and the strength of the upper-level forcing associated with an approaching PV anomaly. In the control simulation and in observations, the cyclone deepened on 24–25 September as the upper-level PV anomaly approached from the west, elongated into a PV streamer, and wrapped around the cyclone. As the cyclone deepened ahead of this PV streamer (20 hPa in 36 h), a band of moderate rain (5 mm h⁻¹) developed to the northwest of the low center in a region of Q-vector convergence and associated forcing for ascent ahead of the 700-hPa trough axis and slowly pivoted as the cyclone moved cyclonically through the English Channel and into the North Sea. Latent heat release along the slow-moving rainfall band reduced upper-level PV ahead of the trough in CNTRL, contributing to ridge building and the associated cyclonic wrap up of the trough. Ridge building and the cyclonic wrap up of the trough were strongly reduced in simulations with weaker and less persistent latent heat release, suggesting that latent heat release and associated upper-level PV modification amplified the initial perturbations that were applied using PV surgery.

Somewhat counterintuitively, strengthening the upper-level PV anomaly produced a shallower cyclone (by up to 11 hPa) that moved more quickly through northern England and then westward, resulting in a reduction in accumulated rainfall of up to 21% and in the main region of precipitation being displaced northward into Scotland. Rather than a persistent frontal rainband associated with QG forcing for ascent ahead of the slowly pivoting PV anomaly, the frontal band moved quickly northward across the United Kingdom, with the largest accumulations over eastern Scotland rather than northeast England. This evolution occurred as the strengthened anomaly rotated around a second, larger PV anomaly and associated trough over Iceland rather than moving eastward across the United Kingdom to interact with the cyclone.

The results indicate that errors in the forecast strength of PV anomalies in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere may lead to dramatic downstream forecast busts when the strength of the anomaly is close to the threshold for elongation versus roll up, and the evolution of the anomaly is thus particularly sensitive to small changes in anomaly strength. The bifurcation in the forecast solution in this study (elongation vs roll up) provides a useful example of how small changes in PV anomaly strength can dramatically shift the upper-level PV evolution and profoundly alter the severity of downstream high-impact weather events in counterintuitive ways.

Two conclusions can be drawn from the sharp transition between the verifying solution (CNTRL) that produced a high-impact flooding event and the solution (1.25*PV) that produced much lower accumulated rainfall (9% lower than CNTRL). First, there was a critical anomaly strength, below which the anomaly moved eastward around the southern flank of the large-scale trough over Iceland and above which the anomaly rotated cyclonically around the trough and moved northward; the 25% increase in anomaly strength in 1.25*PV led to this radically different evolution. Second, the anomaly in the verifying solution was close to this critical strength. These results further demonstrate that stronger upper-level forcing would not have led to a more extreme rainfall event in this case, despite the importance of the approaching PV streamer to the rainfall accumulations across the United Kingdom in the verifying analysis. Although the discovery of optimality is perhaps not surprising for such a high-impact event, this study confirmed that the verifying analysis did indeed represent almost the highest-impact scenario possible for the flooding event, after accounting for sensitivity to the initial position and strength of the PV anomaly.
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